STEVE BAYNER
HYPNOTIST SHOW
HYPNOSIS CD SERIES
****Mail Order Special: Buy any three CDs get the fourth one free.****
Stop Smoking – Item # SBAT 101

Building Self-Confidence - Item # SBAT 106

Nicotine, even in small doses, is probably the most addictive
substance known to mankind. Through hypnosis, you will use the
power of the mind to free yourself from nicotine addiction.
Subliminal reinforcement will aid you to stop smoking and live a
healthier, happier life. $18.00 / Each

Are you tired of feeling inhibited or intimidated? This CD is for you!
Through hypnosis, your subconscious will begin to reinforce
confidence and faith in your abilities. Learn to e comfortable
expressing yourself in a positive and assertive manner; install selfconfidence as an integral part of your thinking process. $18.00 /

Each
Achieving Personal Success - Item # SBAT 102
This CD provides a workable guide for you to realize your own
potential for happiness and success. It will show you techniques for
defining, then achieving your personal goals. Unlock the tremendous
powers of your subconscious mind and put them to work for you.
Obtain the success that you could only dream of before. $18.00 /

Improving Athletic Performance - Item # SBAT 107

Each

$18.00 / Each

This CD is designed to assist you in understanding how to use your
mind for improved athletic performance. Using subliminal
reinforcement and visualization techniques, you can train your mind
as well as your body and dramatically improve your athletic ability.

Lose Weight – Item # SBAT 103

Living Addiction Free - Item # SBAT 108

The goal of any weight-loss program should be to re-establish normal
weight for the rest of your life. Learn the practice of using relaxation
and positive imagery to obtain your goal of permanent weight
reduction. This CD offers subliminal messages that will help you
attack your weight problem. Deal directly with your subconscious
mind and get rid of unwanted weight – the results of this CD are
remarkable. $18.00 / Each

Learn to use your inner strengths and abilities to help in your
recovery process from addiction. Use this CD as a perfectly
compatible tool to enhance and strengthen your personal road to
recovery. Discover and eliminate fears and negative concepts that
may block your fulfillment in life and replace them with faith,
courage, and peace of mind. $18.00 / Each

Ultimate Relaxation – Item # SBAT 104

This CD is a guide that will help you use your mental energy to
improve your life. Learn how to enter the hypnotic state at will, and
tap into the vast amazing powers of the mind. Use the natural abilities
of your subconscious in a conscious and direct way as a technique to
obtain insight and understanding into the powers of the mind.

Learning Self –Hypnosis - Item # SBAT 108
Release yourself from everyday tension and stress with a completely
natural and relaxing experience. Allow hypnosis to gently guide you
into a state of ultimate relaxation. Reap the rewards of a peaceful,
positive and beneficial deep relaxing experience. $18.00 / Each

Better Relationships – Item # SBAT 105

Better Memory- Item # SBAT 110

This CD uses hypnosis to aid you in developing and maintaining
improved social interaction skills. Learn to communicate your
thoughts and ideas in a straightforward manner; allow yourself to
establish a closer personal relationship with the most important
people in your life. $18.00 / Each

This CD will guide you through many new methods and strategies for
improving your memory. Everything is stored in our minds; through
hypnosis you can sharpen your retention skills. You will also learn to
increase your level of comprehension. A better memory is a tool that
can help you in all areas of your life. $18.00 / Each

Lowering Blood Pressure - Item # SBAT 111

Overcoming Insomnia - Item # SBAT 115

One out of every five people in the United States are affected by high
blood pressure. If you are one of them, you can use this CD to relieve
everyday tension and stress that contributes to high blood pressure.
Hypnosis can be used as a strong tool to help you control your blood
pressure. $18.00 / Each

Get a good night sleep; train your mind to relax deeply. Hypnosis
will allow you to re-introduce the natural sleep process into your
body and give you the rest that you need. You no longer need to
suffer from sleep deprivation. Through hypnosis you can conquer
your insomnia with a safe, relaxing natural remedy. $18.00 / Each

Stop Procrastinating - Item # SBAT 112

Enhancing Creativity- Item # SBAT 116

Lost in a last minute flurry? If you have a problem with
procrastination, this CD is for you. Procrastination can lead to many
undesirable consequences; you can learn to eliminate these problems
and re-program your mind for results. Teach yourself to get things
done without anxiety or pressure; create a new and organized
efficient you. $18.00 / Each

Do you ever feel your natural creative ability is inhibited or even
inaccessible? Lean to use hypnosis to encourage your mind’s creative
expression. Let your creativity flow completely free from inhibition.
Learn creative visualization techniques that will help you become the
artistically expressive being you were meant to be. $18.00 / Each

Overcoming Phobias - Item # SBAT 117
Improving Study Skills - Item # SBAT 113
You already have the power to dramatically improve your study
skills. Let hypnosis show you how to successfully retrieve the
information you have stored. Allow yourself to learn study methods
that will aid you in accomplishing your own personal success.

There are many types of obsessive and irrational fears that people
suffer from. Regardless of the type of phobia you experience, you can
learn to confront and rid yourself of this fear. Through hypnosis you
will understand and overcome the powerful hold your phobia may
have on your life. $18.00 / Each

$18.00 / Each
Stop Biting Your Nails - Item # SBAT 118
Freedom From Sexual Inhibitions - Item # SBAT 114
Sexuality is a part of the experience of being human. When we have a
positive body image, it enriches our lives and helps us to be a happy,
healthy sexual being. Learn how to develop a positive body image
through the aid of hypnosis, and let your mind and personal powers
free you from sexual inhibitions. $18.00 / Each

Labor and Delivery - Item # SBAT 120
Giving birth is one of the most important experiences in life. It is a
time that should be faced with confidence and assurance. Use this CD
as an aid to guide you through a relaxed labor and delivery. $18.00 /

Biting your nails is a compulsive habit. Take the initiative and learn
to eliminate this annoying habit from your life. Learn to release
tension in ways that are healthy and beneficial to you. You will be
satisfied with the results you achieve with this CD. $18.00 / Each

Pain Relief - Item # SBAT 119
There are many psychological variables that contribute to one’s
perception of pain and how intensely it affects you. Through
hypnosis, you can learn to use your mind’s abilities to combat pain,
apply effective relaxation techniques that are natural and beneficial to
your body and mind. $18.00 / Each

Each

HYPNOSIS DVD SERIES
Steve's Funniest Moments - Item # SBVT 201
This video captures some of the best moments of Steve
Bayner...LIVE. The segments have been filmed on location across
the country, then edited to showcase the craziest and most hilarious
moments of various shows. This DVD is a true collector's item for
anyone's comedy collection. $35.00 / Each

Here is an addition to your video collection that the whole family can
enjoy. This DVD compiles two of Steve's funniest shows on one
video cassette. These shows have been selected for everyone; so
come and join Steve, his friends and fan's at their best! $35.00 /

Each
Master Library Backorders - Item # SBVT 204

Adult Show Live - Item # SBVT 202
The ADULT SHOW LIVE is a must for your video collection. A
masterpiece of comedy, suspense, and excitement, the ADULT
SHOW LIVE provides hilarious 'R' ratted material that will keep you
rolling with laughter for hours on end. Superb entertainment for
Steve Bayner fans. $35.00 / Each

The Best of Steve Bayner- Item # SBVT 203

Was there a show you saw, or heard about, that you would like a
copy of? If so, we have it for you! Now available is a complete
library of the last year's shows. Just enclose the date of the show,
time, and location, with your order, and we'll be happy to send it to
you. $35.00 / Each

Steve Bayner Hypnotist Show
CD & DVD ORDER FORM
YES! Please send Name____________________________ Phone______________
the following to:
ITEM #

Address_____________________________ City_____________

State______

Zip________

TITLE

PRICE
EA.

TOTAL

QTY

Shipping:
MAIL ORDERS TO:
STEVE BAYNER
PO BOX 69545
SEATTLE, WA 98168

0 - $50.00……………………$5.20
$50.01 - $100.00…………..$10,95
$100.01 – 200.00……….....$14.95
$200.01 and over…………..FREE SHIPPING

SUBTOTAL
TAX (WA Residents add 9.5%)
SHIPPING
TOTAL ENCLOSED
(check or money order only)

PAYABLE TO: STEVE BAYNER

****Mail Order Special: Buy any three CDs get the fourth one free.****

PLEASE ALLOW 6 – 8 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

